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Toward the Formation of a  

Partners in Flight Eastern Working Group 

Nashville Zoo 

Nashville, TN 

24-25 April 2019 

Meeting Notes  

Executive Summary 

A meeting to explore the formation of an Eastern Working Group (EWG) of Partners in Flight 

(PIF) was held in Nashville, TN, on 24-25 April 2019.  The meeting was attended by 30 people 

representing 25 different bird conservation organizations, partnerships, and working groups.  

The intended outcomes of the meeting included providing an overview of existing bird 

conservation activities in eastern North America, identifying a small number of priorities issues 

upon which an EWG could focus its initial activities, and identify next steps if participants found 

value in moving forward with an EWG. 

The meeting began with a series of short presentations that provided information on the current 

priorities, unaddressed needs, and challenges to implementation from existing bird conservation 

working groups and partnerships in addition to governmental agencies and non-governmental 

organizations operating represented at the meeting.  Those presentations are available at 

(insert link).  With this knowledge of the current state of bird conservation activities in eastern 

North America, meeting participants worked through a process to identify a small number of 

key topics or issues that could serve as initial priorities for an EWG.  The results of these 

discussions yielded three major topics to serve as initial focal points of activity for an EWG: 

1. Full Annual Cycle Planning, including the development and implementation of 

conservation investment strategies that promote linkages between breeding, migration, 

and wintering habitats for eastern North American birds.  Proposed initial activity under 

this topic is to gather current pieces from existing full annual cycle planning into a 

prospectus of concepts that we can present to both funders and future partners across 

the Western Hemisphere and initiate a dialogue about where these full annual cycle 

efforts should go next. 

2. Data Management and Information Sharing (including coordinated monitoring).  Initial 

activities could include facilitating an evaluation and analysis of AKN/MWDC/EADC to 

identify sticking points and unmet needs.  An EWG could also provide a forum for 

outreach around information sharing, translating data for public consumption, and 

highlighting emerging themes for conservation action. 

3. Science Delivery, with a focus on delivering knowledge about best practices to land 

owners and land managers in clear, easily understandable way along with solutions for 
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how they might be able to implement those practices.  Initial activities could include 

integrating best management practices that create forest conditions to support bird 

populations – across species, across scales, across ownership and that enable delivery at 

large scales.  Activities might also include the development of a clearinghouse for 

outreach materials that synthesizes and provides context for specific outreach needs and 

facilitates targeting audiences with best information in appropriate formation. 

Meeting participants expressed positive support for moving ahead with the formation of an 

EWG, initially focused on these three topics.  The initial structure for supporting further 

development of the EWG will include a core leadership team, responsible for overall operation 

and coordination, along with three sub-teams to facilitate activities around the three priority 

topic areas.  Meeting participants expressed caution about developing a completely new 

structure for an EWG and discussed some opportunities for integrating with existing structures 

that might be working on related issues, such as the Partners in Flight Science Committee and 

the Trilateral Committee.  An initial activity for all of these teams will be to communicate the 

ideas coming out of this meeting and invite broader participation from the bird conservation 

community, as well as investigate opportunities for joining forces with or building upon existing 

structures,.  Each of these committees will also schedule an initial teleconference to determine 

the details of their next steps.  Please see the list of meeting participants who expressed interest 

in participating in each team (under Next Steps near the end of the full meeting report).  Anyone 

else who would like to participate in a particular team, including the leadership team, should 

contact the Point Person for that team (also identified under the Next Steps section).  Initial 

tasks for the leadership team include: i) coordinating initial communications about the 

outcomes of this meeting and directions for EWG to the broader bird conservation community, 

ii) establish guiding principles for operations of and participation in the teams and EWG at 

large, iii) explore opportunities to bring on a coordinator for the EWG through existing partner 

staff time and/or raising external funds. 

 

Meeting Introduction and Background 

For the past two years, bird conservation professionals from the Midwest, Northeast, and 

Southeast have discussed how to best foster collaboration and coordination across the eastern 

United States and Canada. This group of people believes that the needs of migratory birds are 

most appropriately addressed by working across this broad geography and have worked to 

organize this meeting. This working meeting will follow these guidelines for engagement to 

ensure stakeholders share priorities that benefit from large scale collaboration. Participation from 

a broad cross section of agencies and organizations within the bird conservation community was 

invited for this meeting to diversify the voices and opinions required for a robust and engaged 

discussion. 

https://www.partnersinflight.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Guidelines-for-bird-conservation-partnerships-20181028Ajda-WWG-Version-1.3.pdf
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A fundamental objective for the proposed PIF Eastern Working Group is to serve as a 

consortium of conservation professionals working on similar  avian issues – which may span 

jurisdictions, organizations, species, and regions – in order to implement conservation actions 

more efficiently and at a the most appropriate scales to best serve the needs of migratory birds in 

the region. The specific sub-objectives of the EWG will be formed through consensus among its 

participants, but to facilitate a productive discussion, the following expected outcomes are 

proposed for this initial meeting:  

● Provide an overview of existing large-scale bird conservation activities in eastern North 

America 

● Identify areas of overlap among these existing initiatives 

● Identify unmet needs of existing initiatives 

● Propose core unifying/directing concepts for an EWG 

● Identify next steps toward creating an EWG (to potentially include a larger meeting later 

in 2019). 

● Leave the meeting with a renewed perspective on the state of bird conservation in Eastern 

North America. 

At the meetings’ conclusion, we will have documented a vision for the future of the Eastern 

Working Group and the next steps moving towards that vision. 
 

April 24: Day 1 - Taking Stock 

Purpose for Day 1: Define the State of the Bird Conservation Community in order to establish a 

common framework and understanding; move toward identifying common priorities and needs 

that could serve as core concepts for an EWG. 

THE TIES THAT BIND: Short presentations were provided by single species working groups, 

monitoring networks, government agencies, and NGOs operating in eastern North America.  

These presentations provided brief overviews of the goals, ideal accomplishments, and 

challenges for each of the groups and organizations present at the meeting.  Slides from the 

presentations can be found at this link: xxxxx? 

Summary from the State of Bird Conservation Presentations 

Major themes: 

1. Forestry – need for BMPs, forestry folks need to be engaged more often, engaging private 

land owners 

2. Full Annual Cycle Conservation Business Plans – groups at different places in long-term 

strategies and development of full annual cycle models, as well as leveraging business 

plans for on the ground implementation 

3. Shift single- to multi-species work – use lessons learned from existing working groups 
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4. Engage diversity of partnerships and across borders – enable folks with fewer resources. 

Transfer local scale success knowledge to others (economic issue) 

5. Coordinated monitoring and data management – open access, MOTUS 

6. Address threats – deer, cats, collisions, pesticides, climate change, invasive species, etc. 

7. Translating Across Scales 

8. Policy development and management 

Challenges: 

• Communications and coordination within and among groups 

• Capacity and funding (combining resources) 

• Embracing non-game divide 

• Understanding deterioration of participation and continuity within partnerships and 

working groups after initial activity 

 

MISSING PIECES: The group identified unmet needs and missing pieces from the 

presentations. 

Who are the partners/potential partners missing? 

Partners from Central and South America and Caribbean 

Bird Studies Canada & other Canadian NGOs and Provinces 

Southern Wings (Deb Hahn) 

People who deliver habitat (NRCS, game bird NGOs, all JVs) 

Joint Ventures – not all are represented at meeting (habitat delivery, science synthesis, outcome-

 based monitoring, and assumption-driven research) 

Academic Partners – Cornell, Smithsonian, Pete Marra,  

Additional state agencies 

Network of environmental funders 

Additional industry representation (energy, ag, more timber,etc.) 

 

 

What brought you here? 

• Novel ecosystems, how to plan for and manage them? 

• BMPs by habitat type instead of species approach 

• Industry: plan for identifying where products come from and companies are good 

stewards of the Earth (this is new and key) to meet consumer needs/demands – including 

upstream companies like Staples, Home Depot, etc 

• Urban Birds Issues – this is where major population centers are (Chimney Swift) 

• Capacity dropping – single sources are challenging these days, how to bring folks 

together for integrated population models 
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• Disconnect with academics/managers. Need better communication/collaboration to let 

them know where they fit in. 

 

YOUR REGIONAL PIF/CONSERVATION PARTNERSHIP EXPERIENCE: The group 

identified a good list of characteristics to build in, and to avoid, in considering the possibility of a 

PIF Eastern Working Group. 

What kept you engaged in regional partnerships? 

Relevant scale to partners (multiple scales for Eastern PIF)  

Direct applicability to my work and my ability to contribute  

Contributions are well-received 

Seeing progress, projects completed 

Being strategic, with measurable objectives 

Supportive network of colleagues 

Regular, productive communication 

Balance between science and delivery/application 

Receiving an invitation to participate 

Strong, leadership structure – handful of champions, skillset, bold, passionate, innovative 

Trust within the group 

Open to multiple perspectives 

Value-added 

Easy access & path to engagement 

Audience/consumer for group outcomes 

Shared knowledge base 

Accomplishing relevant work – addresses agency priorities & recognized by agency leadership; 

contributes to my day job 

To ensure a unique perspective remains in play to avoid conflict, confusion, tangents 

Leveraging capacity 

Strong/effective group leadership 

Influences resources/$ 

Likeable/tolerable people 

Cutting-edge topics 

Documented outcomes & timely accomplishments 

Networking opportunities/engaging with cool people 

Opportunities to learn from others 

Opportunities for collaboration 

Strong leadership & vision 

Ability to evolve priorities 

Strong mentorship 

 

What pushed you away from participating in regional partnerships?  

Lack of follow-through – limited communication (not to entire group) 

Having to organize an annual meeting 
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Strong personalities 

Perception of non-inclusivity – lack of active inclusion 

Lack of Mission 

Not being strategic 

Lack of timelines for projects and term leadership roles 

Project fatigue (recovery periods) 

Intense focus on refining science before transitioning to action 

Expectations don’t match for group members 

Perception of actively not invited 

Duplicative/redundancy 

Structure that doesn’t engage/value each partner 

Developed without full range of stakeholder buy-in 

Unrealistic or unclear goals 

Lack of regular communication/interactions 

Lack of effective leadership 

Travel & time costs of engagement 

Lack of collegiality 

Presence of conflict 

Lack of follow through or tangible product 

Cumbersome organizational process 

Lack of clear roles for organization 

Group effectiveness declines – turnover of people; reduced $$ 

Lack of success 

Language, cultural & political barriers 

Narrow-mindedness 

Lack of focus 

Revisionist history/lack of meeting notes & archives 

All planning & no implementation 

Lack of science foundation 

Lacking net benefit (considering costs of engagement) 

Boring/repetitive meetings 

Core people too controlling 

Conflicting priorities 

Lack of capacity 

Continuity and sustained progress 

Analysis paralysis 

 

KEY NEEDS: The group identified key needs that might form the foundation for an Eastern 

Working Group.   

• Strategy to conduct bird conservation in novel ecosystems changing environments 

• Designated coordinator and leadership team 

• Relevant mission to agency and partner missions and/or compliment those missions 
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• Strategic communication plan within/among partners (internal and external) 

• Raise capacity across groups to accomplish objectives 

• Long-lasting and reliable structure/vision 

• Multi-year funding; identify sources of funding; pooling resources or forming 

cooperatives/clearing house.  

• Interagency MOUs and interagency agreements 

• Integrated coordinated monitoring  

• Develop Full life cycle conservation business plans for Eastern forests, insectivores, 

grassland birds. 

• Take responsibility for urban bird conservation 

• Provide resources to working groups and other partners  

• Coordinate and implement management guidelines at appropriate scales (bird population 

effect) – repackage for relevancy for multiple taxa (ecologically based – not just birds 

potentially) 

• Provide foundation for states and other groups to become involved in wintering grounds 

work (US and further south)  

• Identify objectives for migratory habitat (terrestrial and air space)  

• Life cycle of data; assessment – what do we need to count; identify monitoring needs, 

data monitoring storage (data fragmentation) 

• Selling ourselves – messaging and materials for advancing bird conservation 

• Coordinating efforts across countries 

• Prioritization/efficiency to our projects 

• Facilitate communication and collaboration among industry, bird groups, initiatives and 

academia (research needs) 

• Bring the species working groups “home” – accountability, integration, shared 

knowledge, translation to conservation objectives at a large scale 

• Clearinghouse for science – translate science to actions 

• Develop migration strategy, including migratory habitat stepping stones and reduce 

threats – use a conservation investment strategy approach with priorities, strategies and 

associated costs, and research needs 

• Forum – JVs, species initiative, bird scientists, industry, managers 

• Messaging and materials of accomplishment of advancing bird conservation 

• Coordinating efforts with Canada, Mexico, S. America – monitoring, science, habitat 

management, education, prioritization 

• Prioritize themes – multispecies, habitat (coordinate, integrate, contextualize), single 

species working groups 

• Inclusion of academics, managers, early professionals, researchers 

• Provide support (including best practices, support, logistical meeting organization) for the 

execution of project and issue oriented ad hoc groups 

• Develop full life cycle conservation bird plans  

• More efficient use of existing capacity 
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April 25: Day 2 - Developing a Vision 

Purpose for Day 2: Review group’s body of work from Day 1, focus in on a small number of 

issues that can serve as initial PIF-EWG priorities and purpose, and define strongest cohesion 

paths forward. 

KEY FOUNDATIONAL PRIORITIES FOR PIF-EWG: The group selected a list of key 

issues that could be used as a starting point for developing a potential EWG. 

Top Needs Summary  

 (Full time if possible) Coordinator and Leadership Team  

Communication Strategy  – internal and external  (note: may have a draft version of one that 

Ashley Dayer worked on for the PIF Steering Committee) 

Development of full life cycle business plans – Eastern forests, insectivores, grasslands and 

urban birds.  

More efficient use of existing capacity – so work is not being duplicated (not just adding another 

group – want to see efficiencies increased).  

Coordination across jurisdictional boundaries (e.g., monitoring, BMPs, data management) 

Venue for information sharing among existing groups (single species) – umbrella although 

audience is still ourselves. Getting down into the details, not just a presentation. 

Serve as a forum and facilitate communication and collaboration – bird groups & initiatives, 

academics, researchers, industries to understand how different end users use info, land managers, 

agencies, land owners  

Bring the species working groups “home” to PIF – accountability, integration, shared 

knowledge, translate science to conservation objectives at large scale.  Also bringing in new 

capacity 

Develop migration strategy – inclusivity with other countries. Co-developing with other 

countries. Conservation investment strategies. Strategies, priorities, costs, habitat stepping 

stones, threats 

 

OPPORTUNITY FOR SYNERGY: Presentation from Ian Davidson – Director of Birds and 

Wildlife at NFWF 

Lately have seen more focus in NFWF on effects monitoring – very serious about measuring 

species outcomes (monitoring and measuring species outcomes) 
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Able to acquire public funding to leverage resources 

Moving away from business plans (conservation investment strategy) around specific species to 

new landscape focus. Plans aren’t only focused on birds.  

Collaboration with PIF/NABCI – NFWF looks to partners to help provide data/info on species 

demographics and strategies NFWF wants to incorporate into their own plans.  Future for 

excellent opportunities for continuing this approach. Look to PIF for monitoring approach to 

help flesh out monitoring strategy. Fund-raising (NFWF is good at raising private funds and then 

matched by other sectors). Program evaluation – 10 yr business plans – 3 year internal and/or 

external assessments on how business plans are rolling out. Interest in how to look beyond 

breeding grounds (passage areas along gulf and wintering grounds).  

Ian – slides available to share with group. Foundation available to help us with developing plans. 

Wrapping up efforts for NE forests areas, so opportunities for PIF to join in those discussions. 

Very interested in FULL LIFE CYCLE topics, including wintering grounds etc.!!  

SELECTED PRIORITY PIF-EWG NEEDS: Following a group discussion, 3 areas were 

selected from the list of top needs that could be addressed by an EWG; actions were outlined. 

Full Annual Cycle Planning; Conservation Investment Strategy/Linkages  

Audience – funders and conservationists.  

Menu of options for funders to choose from: NFWF, CWS (pointing to a strategy is important, 

especially to ask for future or continuous funding), USFWS, NMBCA, southern Wings.  

How to organize: ecosystems, habitat types, connectivity, etc?  

Promoting a full life cycle approach – Have to know x, y and z to do so. Promoting to improve 

foundations of organizations understanding that it IS important to work outside their boundaries, 

for those who can.  

Tools for developing a strategy – Open Standards; workshops to develop 1 or many plans 

**Key First steps – 

1. Prospectus – gather current pieces and put together concepts that we can present to both 

funders and future partners 

 2. Bring “idea” to anyone who might care (funders, implementers, governments) Have a 

conversation with many funders to see what they would like it to look like. Funders across 

geography. 

3. Go! 

Data Management & Information Sharing (includes monitoring)  
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Data part – Entities already out there trying to pull data in together – works in some areas but 

less well in others.  

Some potential roles for EPIF could be to chip away at bumps in the road that include: 

1) Evaluate and facilitate analysis of EADC/AKN/MWDC/ACCDC. Where are the sticking 

points and what’s remaining? In the absence of having a perfect system in one format, one first 

step could be to have metadata catalog (could include actual datasets of bird occurrences and 

protocols). If protocols are in there, we could figure out ways to translate common methods into 

AKN. Build in flexibility to accommodate new protocols (MOTUS, Acoustic monitoring 

devices, etc.). e.g., occupancy analysis. Be open to all players (not just Govt or NGO, etc.). 

Could have enough involvement to help decide who is missing and could be involved.  

2) EPIF could provide an unburdened space for outreach, translate data for public consumption, 

unpublished themes for conservation action. EPIF provide forum and facilitation for unaddressed 

issues. Where is value added? EPIF could provide mindful curation and combination of 

conservation work to produce better combined conservation delivery (e.g, State of the Birds). 

“EPIF can provide an unburdened space” 

3) Low-hanging fruit or first steps – metadata catalog 

 

Science Delivery  

Organized around 5 primary problems:  

-Land managers overwhelmed by profusion of guidelines (site, ownerships, landscapes.) 

-Public perception of management 

-Longterm capacity 

-Why should landowners manage for birds? 

-Insufficient incentives for private landowners.    

What to do 1: Integrated BMPs that create forest conditions that support bird populations – 

across species, across scales, across ownership and enable delivery at large scales/landscape.  

Who: JVs, Industry, USFS, Coop Ext; state agencies. NRCS, TNC, species experts, RGS, AVX, 

NBQI, NWTF, etc. 

What to do 2: Clearinghouse for outreach materials – synthesize and provide context for specific 

outreach needs; target audiences with best information in appropriate formation. Who – Cornell, 

Audubon, ABC, JV HD staff, NABCI HD coordinator, etc. 

 

 

MOVING FORWARD: The full group present supported the idea of moving forward with initial steps  
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Straw Dog Group Discussion of EWG Structure 

A variety of models were discussed. Target ideas to incorporate: 

- avoid adding additional structure(s) if current structures can be used 

- try not to add to the proliferation of groups 

- look at return on investment 

-improve links between birds and plants 

Efficient Use of Resources (Return On Investment) 

 -PIF Science tie-in to EWG FLC work 

 -AKN- interest from AFWA 

 -AKN tie in to Science Delivery ideas 

 -NFWF connections and shared capacity, push to improve monitoring 

 -Economy of scale to merge Ne, SE, Canada and more? 

- Capacity across bird conservation community – bar is high for starting new committees. 

Whatever we decide to do – have a sunset clause associated with it -- time or 

accomplishment. 

-Many attempts at addressing identified interests by species groups without 

accomplishment. More efficient to work within a broader group. 

- Untapped capacity – engage USFS experiment stations more, Zoos, NPS or refuges – 

put up MOTUS towers or other, DOD capacity, academic groups 

- Keep EPIF mandate simple – they get lost when nested within larger mandates, etc. 

Walk before we run. Keep EPIF defined with expectations, then work on things for 

certain amounts of time and reassess. (set performance metrics) 

Formats/Models 

1. A meeting was discussed. Parameters included 1 week in duration where working groups meet 

and at the end of the week the EWG meets. Getting people together for a week where there is a 

mix – some forest bird groups are combined, some single species groups may still be separate. 

Then larger topics from these Teams. There was more support for Themed meetings arguing 

against single species groups meeting as appendages. Inclusive to academia. Relationship with 

working groups, organizational structure that involves meetings.  

Comments included:  

-hard for Canadians to travel 

-less support for individual group meetings with EWG 
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-Desire more open opportunity to discuss larger issues, interface with science and 

industry 

-have a standalone Full Life Cycle meeting for those interested. 

-Species groups will continue to meet as usual. 

-EWG will identify “needs” it can help with rather than duplicating any existing effort. 

2. The Board Alternative was discussed with representatives from different organizations. EWG 

was advised to avoid assigned seats. 

3. The Midwest Monitoring Steering Committee model has ad hoc committees and a leadership 

team with partially compensated time and travel reimbursement. (Amber Roth can provide more 

details) Co-coordinators, then leadership team within a steering committee which is at similar 

level of PIF Science, or Board with different constituency (even representation doesn’t always = 

efficiency). Leadership team gets financial compensation to help with approval (part of financial 

model) – see Midwest Monitoring Committee example.  

 

Proposed Model Moving Forward 

 

 

Details for next steps: 

Coordinator?

EPIF Leadership Team

Science Delivery Data

Task Force

(Breeding Bird 
Atlases)

Full Life Cycle Plans Integration
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1. Core Leadership Team – John Curnutt (USFS), CWS persons (Becky Whittam and 

Natalie Savoie or other), ***Randy Dettmers, Scott Anderson, Pam Hunt. (Andy Forbes 

– possible?). A coordinator could be added as shown or to the leadership team box, once 

details and funding are in place. Need for coordinator and core leadership team to have 

continuity and sustainability. 

(Desire to have written guiding principles (not a charter). See 1st breakout team’s notes. 

See How to Sustain Healthy Partnerships publication or see Amber Roth’s document on 

successful partnerships.) 

2. Science Delivery Team – ***Shawn Graff, Trilateral group (Natalie Savioe or other 

CWS representative), Amy Tegeler, Angie Larsen, Amber Roth or other GWWA 

Working Group representative, Amanda Duren (AMJV), Ron Rohrbaugh, Rich Bailey 

(after Sept when Atlas is published) 

 

3. Data Team – ***David Hanni, Jill Deppe, Peter Thomas or other Canadian 

representative, Sarah Schweitzer (check with AFWA Data Management committee), 

Sean Murphy (PGC), (Katie Koch??); Consider a Task Force - Coordinated Standards 

and Methods for North American Ornithological Atlas Committee (Dan B will 

communicate with this group); AKN potential for lots of synergy with other groups. Need 

to make sure it isn’t just one person.  

 

4. Full Life Cycle Team – (*** team point person still to be identified), Tania Morais, Jill 

Deppe, Becky Keller, Amber Roth, Natalie Savoie, Becky Whittam or other CWS 

person, Randy Dettmers, Scott Johnston. PIF Science Committee’s Full Annual Cycle 

group has potential to work with and EWG Full Annual Cycle Conservation Business 

Plans group. Definite potential for overlap. Also good potential for working with 

National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. 

 

Note: One of the charges for the 3 groups is to reach out with the intent of getting others 

involved, including Canadian NGO groups. 

*** = Team Point Person – to serve as the initial point of contact for a give team and to schedule 

1st team call within 30 days after the Nashville meeting.  The Point Person is not assuming any 

greater responsibility – only to schedule a first call and be a point of contact for others who 

might want to participate. Within 30 days of the meeting a date and time for a first call needs to 

be selected for each team, but the call can happen at a time further into the future (e.g., after field 

season). 

Possible additional steps: 

1. Draft communication plan – identify people to work on this. 

2. Logo? 

3. Initial Communication to included – we have met, here are our ideas, solicit additional 

involvement on Leadership Team and 3 groups. 
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4. Raise $ to hire full time coordinator, or commitments from existing staff to equal a full 

time person.  

5. Commitments from existing staff to work on this. 

6. Collaborate with Bob Ford and Scott Anderson on timing of communication.  

7. Summary report of meeting – commitment to send out within 2 weeks of the meeting.  

8. 3 Team Point Persons to schedule first call within 30 days. 

9. French translation for our Canadian partners for foundational documents for the EPIF 

Group and Spanish version for full life cycle at least, but foundational documents would 

be great. 

10. Regional evaluation of groups and tasks 

11. Consider term limits for Leadership Team and Chair 

12. Establish guiding principles. 

 

End. 
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MEETING PARTICIPANTS, AFFILIATIONS, and CONTACTS 

Scott Anderson, North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission, scott.anderson@ncwildlife.org  

Rich Bailey, West Virginia Division of Natural Resources, Richard.S.Bailey@wv.gov  

Laurel Barnhill, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service – Migratory Bird Program, 

 laurel_barnhill@fws.gov  

Dan Brauning, Pennsylvania Game Commission, dbrauning@pa.gov  

John Curnutt, U.S. Forest Service – Eastern Region, john.curnutt@usda.gov  

Jill Deppe, National Audubon Society, jdeppe@audubon.org  

Randy Dettmers, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service – Migratory Bird Program, 

 randy_dettmers@fws.gov  

Andy Forbes, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service – Migratory Bird Program, andrew_forbes@fws.gov  

Bob Ford, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service – National Partners in Flight Coordinator, 

 robert_p_ford@fws.gov  

Carol Foss, Audubon Society of New Hampshire, cfoss@nhaudubon.org  

Shawn Graff, American Bird Conservancy, sgraff@abcbirds.org  

David Hanni, Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency, David.Hanni@tn.gov  

Pam Hunt, Audubon Society of New Hampshire, phunt@nhaudubon.org  

Scott Johnston, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service – Migratory Bird Program, 

 scott_johnston@fws.gov  

Becky Keller, Appalachian Mountains Joint Venture, BKeller@abcbirds.org  

Angie Larsen, National Council for Air and Stream Improvement, Alarsen@ncasi.org  

Bobby Maddrey, Georgia Pacific, RCMADDRE@gapac.com  

Tania Morais, Eastern Habitat Joint Venture, tania.morais@canada.ca  

Amber Roth, University of Maine, amber.roth@maine.edu  

Natalie Savoie, Environment & Climate Change Canada – Canadian Wildlife Service, 

 natalie.savoie@canada.ca  

Amy Tegeler, South Carolina Department of Natural Resources, TegelerA@dnr.sc.gov  

Peter Thomas, Environment & Climate Change Canada – Canadian Wildlife Service, 

 peter.thomas@canada.ca  

Becky Whittam, Environment & Climate Change Canada – Canadian Wildlife Service, 

 becky.whittam@canada.ca  

EJ Williams, American Bird Conservancy, EJWilliams@abcbirds.org  

Barry Wilson, Gulf Coast Joint Venture, barry_wilson@fws.gov  

Judy Stokes Weber (meeting facilitator), Wildlife Conservation Partners, jsweber@wcvt.com  

Judy Pollock (PIF Award recipient), Chicago Audubon Society, jpbobolink@gmail.com  

Guy Foulks (remote participant), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service – Neotropical Migratory Bird 

 Conservation Act Grants Program, guy_b_foulks@fws.gov  

Sarah Kendrick (remote participant), Missouri Department of Conservation, 

 Sarah.Kendrick@mdc.mo.gov  

Jon Atwood (remote participant), Massachusetts Audubon, jatwood@massaudubon.org  

Ian Davidson (remote participant), National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, 

 Ian.Davidson@nfwf.org  
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